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Abstract: In decentralized systems, access control decisions and enforcement are typically imple-
mented via consensus, in order to mimic the centralized model where a single entity makes and
enforces decisions. However, coordination-based approaches suffer from inherent non-availability
under partition: Without being able to contact others, replicas cannot stay safe and live at the same
time, they either need to stop providing service or proceed with potentially compromising safety.
With a focus on replication and access control, we look at challenges and solutions from the growing
class of theoretical concepts and practical Byzantine-tolerant systems that aim for autonomous replica
decisions and thereby availability under partition by forgoing coordination.

At the other end of Byzantine fault-tolerant consensus in the coordination spectrum lies
the land of Byzantine fault-tolerant, coordination-free autonomy. There, we find relevant
practical systems for collaborative communication and data storage, like Matrix [Th23]. Its
public federation has more than 100 million users and 100 thousand servers, and nation states
operate private federations: e.g. in Germany, BWI operates the “BundesMessenger” for the
public sector [BW24], and Gematik standardized the “TI-Messenger” in healthcare [ge24].
At the example of Matrix, we present our work on understanding and formalizing autonomous
replication [Ja21] and access control under Byzantine faults [Ja20; JH23].

From the perspective of Byzantine fault tolerance in decentralized systems, coordination-
free autonomous algorithms have very interesting properties: They remain available
under partition, can tolerate an arbitrary number of Byzantine Sybill replicas, and avoid
coordination as a scalability bottleneck [KH20]. The challenge is whether and how given
problems can be cleverly expressed to be solvable by an autonomous algorithm, if solvable
without coordination at all. The fundamental limit of autonomous algorithms is that they
only can ensure confluent invariants: If every replica locally checks the invariant, it has to
hold globally. While this rules out invariants like keeping account balances ≥ 0 or preventing
doubled spending of a currency token, there is a strong community pursuing conflict-free
replicated data types [Al23; Sh11] and coordination-free access control [RIP23; WBP16].

We present append-only event logbooks that capture immutable events and their partial-order
causal relation as a common basis to derive complex replicated data types and access
control decisions. As a design guideline to maximize fault tolerance and scalability for
Byzantine decentralized systems, we argue for hybrid designs: system designers should
strive to maximize autonomous system parts, and employ coordination and consensus only
for the system’s core that requires coordinated replica behavior to ensure safety and liveness.
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